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Thesis Introduction

Mobility Driven Masterplan

Thesis
Introduction

Neighbourhoods which contains our multicultural ethics and
community resilience will be affected when climate change
alters our environment and when technology of the fourth
industrial revolution disrupts the way we work, live and play. The
3 industrial revolutions from the mid-18th century to present
has influenced the jobs sector which in turn affects our living
accommodations and commuting patterns. While we are on the
verge of the 4th revolution of cyber physical systems, climate
change is also threatening our way of life here in Singapore.
In this paper, based on the study of the technological
advancements of the upcoming 80 years and projected
environmental issues that will plague the country, I will investigate
the opportunities to create a typology of urban programs which
caters to the zeitgeist of the 4th Industrial revolution. The
integration of 5G network and Intelligent Transport Systems
(ITS) will provide a new template for a new highly connected and
mobile lifestyle. Enabling users, a new method of portable living
with the integration of autonomous technology and artificial
intelligence. The world of IoT requires a great amount of cloud
storage space which could be a viable economic sector that
could be exploited.
The current polycentric urban-form of Singapore has been made
possible by its robust MRT network and transport infrastructure.
12% of the land is transportation infrastructure and 14% of it is
housing. These are large percentages of limited land which are
used for functions which are exponentially growing.
The Greater Southern Waterfront is a redevelopment phase of
a 30km coastal area which strategizes the concept of further
decentralising the CBD by bringing businesses and residential
clusters closer. Its development will also be based on the coastal
defence masterplan that will provides a new avenue for bringing
the locality and dwellings closer to the waterfront.
In summary, the revolution of high-tech infrastructure and the
climate mitigation interventions has provided a platform and
vehicle for the amalgamation of a future ready and sustainable
typology of neighbourhood.
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Neighbourhood Typology
Site Selection

Site Selection

The Mobilicity masterplan is located across the City terminals and
the location site chosen is chosen at the entrance of Keppel Harbour
where the architectural proposal will function primarily as a water
mitigation system and a new coastal neighbourhood typology.
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Neighbourhood Typology
Sequence Mapping
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-Requires new integrated infrastructure,
phygital neighbourhood typology.
-Requires alot of energy

Sequence
Mapping

To create a network of programs which will cater to the economies
in the upcoming industrial revolutions through a technological
world of robotics,big data and high speed mobile connections.
Energy generation will be vital to sustain the progress hence
an integrated infrastructure that harnesses energy as well as
providing a highly mobile and connected society situated on a
site mitigating the adverse effects of rising sea levels.
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Spatial Iteration 01

Spatial Iteration 01

Spatial
Iteration 01
The 1st iteration of the water mitigation infrastructure was two
parallel seawalls connecting Brani island and Tanjong Pagar
Port with a polder landscape in between. The neighbourhood
programming would start from the bottom levels rising to wards
housing clusters above sea level. The mobility tracks would
span across the site at different levels. (Areal) connecting the
different clusters and (Surface) spanning on the seawalls to
connect the main coastal mobility line.

Areal Mobility Line

Housing Clusters

Sea Wall

Reservoir
Promenade

Sluice Gate

Sea Wall

East Keppel
Fairway

The polder created by the seawalls provided the foundations of
a coastal neighbourhood Where the first 15m of liveable space
will be located behind the walls. A canyon like atmosphere
might be daunting for the inhabitants so the wall surface
treatment is important to counter the effects

Being part of a mobility-based masterplan, the amenities and
shops need to be a pitstop typology. The ramp promenade is
the transitional path from surface level into the neighbourhood
where the amenities and shops are located
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Spatial Iteration 02

Spatial Iteration 02

Spatial
Iteration 02

Vertical Tube
Transference

Vertical Tube
Transference

Amenities Hub

Building on Iteration 1, the focus of this exploration is to enhance
the experience of mobility. The introduction of high-speed
autonomous mobility requires both segregation from pedestrians
and a vacuumed environment. Throughout the network, pitstops
with amenities will be located at exchange points.

Vertical
Mobility Tube
Main Open
Boulevard

The new mobility neighbourhood typology requires multiple
connections to housing clusters, workplace/learning
environments to evolve from the conventional interchange and
feeder service network.

Sea Wall
Main Open
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Coastal Housing

Highspeed Network
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Transference

Pit Stops
Sea Wall

East Keppel
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Highspeed
Network

Pedestrian Pathway
Vertical Tube
Transference
Housing Clusters

75m radius distance cluster
neighbourhood typology

To fully maximise the integration of a mobility lifestyle, the conventional
housing typology of stacking floor plates might need to be altered to
cater to the multiple networks.
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Model Form
Study

In a projected future where physical mobility and digital needs
are being met with autonomous efficiency, the experience of the
journey and tasks done will be paramount to the quality of life. The
multiple programming of housing, working, play and amenities will
have to be integrated into the multi layered mobility network.

With reference from iteration 02, the closed
tubular structures which simulates the high
speed mobility networks was selected for
physical production in this exercise.

The act of movement through a horizontal plane and vertical levels
should be enhanced with the form in which the journey takes place
in. To explore on the formation of internal and external spaces,
models with different materials with malleable qualities shall be
used to parallel the fluidity of the movement.

Model Form Study
To further explore the atmospheric qualities,
materials were carefully selected to juxtapose
the qualities of organic and synthetic textures.
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Ideation Process

Model Form Study

Model Form Study

Threading
the Needle
The main issue of current elevated
mobility infrastructure is that wasted
space are created beneath the spanning
planes and in between the pylons. This
exercise is to explore the possibility of
integrating the structure of the form
with the tubular mobility network.

3D printing of components to be piled into
the plaster base to explore different material
qualities and potential spaces that could be
used between the main programmes.

The malleable properties of copper were
perfect to explore the fluid form which acts
as a skin for the components and houses
secondary spaces within the architecture.

This model represents that the form and
structure is morphing according to the flow of
movement which elevates the atmosphere of
travelling through the space.
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Model Form Study

Model Form Study

Evolving from this model, the exploration was to
integrate the two components of the skin and
structure into a singular morphological form
which can house the spaces and yet stand on its
own to provide a seamless transition of indoor
and outdoor atmospheres throughout the site

Bending
Matter

The second model exploration was to test the aesthetical potential of repetition
and scale. The large triple volume levels coupled with the long sweeping planes
gives off the notion of grandeur while the slender repetitive tensile structures
soften the overall effect for a more welcoming human scaled interior space. The
next observation was also regarding the light and shadow qualities of the space
as these structures will be kilometers in length and the availability of light in the
space will determine the overall quality of the experience.

Interim 01
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Interim 01

Spatial Iteration 03

Interim 01
Spatial Iteration 03
In this phase of the conceptual design stage, the integration of a
singular skin facade with structure is manipulated by folds and
creases to create transitional and static spaces.
The morphological form of spatial iteration 3 is an integral
contributor to the overall journey experience through out the site.
Technically, the curvilinear forms are moulded to create a wind
tunnel effect from the prevailing sea winds and as low angle solar
panel platforms.
As the main mode of movement is through AR and Autonomous
means, the concept of live work and play is no longer bounded by
specific bounded spaces. The transitional movement throughout
the site is the main experience for both residents and nonresidents of the neighbourhood.

The 3 major spaces would be the water mitigation
system, the polder landscape and the elevated
structure.
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Interim 01

Spatial Iteration 03

Interim 01

Interim 01

Spatial Iteration 03

Spatial Iteration 03

Breakout
The cavity created by the folds are assigned to different programs
required for the pit stops of the mobility transport network.
As each fold is pouring out of the main tapestry, A common sense
of hierarchy is observed where the start of the fold creates a sharper
corner and smaller sized spatial quality before spreading gradually
to a larger curved space.

Ribbons and Cuts
The adoption of the ribbon shape has provided me with the
compulsory segregation of spaces while maintaining a the
atmostphere of un interupted flow through out the journey in the
form.
The shroud blankets a space with different intensity to create
different degrees of private and public spaces.
The subtraction of sections within the ribbon is then introduced
to highlight external movement and also act as a light well for the
interior spaces.

This spatial quality influences the flow of the circulation and approach
into the breakout space.
Larger open spaces are an opportunity for aerial vehicles to arrive
abd depart from for this’s project’s masterplan.

Interim 01

Spatial Iteration 03

Rising Tide

With the addition of a seawall and creation of a polder, the
vertical connection between spaces will be an opportunity
for transitional experiences. The height of the sea wall will
have to be diminished through surface treatment such
as terracing and concealment to create a less imposing
atmostphere for the users.
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Interim 02
Programme Sectors
Based on the exploration of the first iteration, The
concept has begun to appoint and populate the different
levels of the form.
Programs are now retrofitted into into 4 specifice heights
to maximise the desired experince ofthe targeted
program.

OPEN
1) Breakaway Spaces
2) Drone Hubs
3) Secondary Mobility Network

SHELTERED
1) High Speed Autonomous Mobility Network
2) High Density Housing
3) Work and Recreational Hub

SURFACE
1) Hintherland
2)Nature Living
3) Forest Green Lung

WATER
1) IOT Industry ie: Liquid Immersion cooling System
2) Water Mitigation
3) Desalination Plant
4) Tidal Electric Generator
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Programme Sectors

Programme Sectors

Satelite Neighbourhood
03

Mobility Scale

Business Cluster

SEQUENCE MAP

PLACEMAKER

Mass Mobility Interchange

Mixed Use Block

Distance

HOME

Tube Neighbourhood Cluster

POD SYSTEM

10-20km

- Housing
- Recreational
- Landscape
- F&B
- Secondary VR HUB

S-I & M-PI

WALKING
Distance
NON-AUTONOMOUS
MOBILITY DEVICE

Entertainment
Hub

2-5km

DOCKING
AREA

L-PU

Distance
Polder

5-10km

Tube Neighbourhood Cluster

Small: Individual POD (S-I)
Satelite Neighbourhood
02

Structure

- Green Lung
- Agrarian Landscape
-Nature Living

- Structural Wall
- Space frame Structure

Functions:
- Transportation (1 pax)
- Connected Desk Space

Satelite Neighbourhood
01

Medium: Private POD (M-PI)
Functions:
- Transportation (5 pax)
- Small office Space
- Recreational
- Detachable

BRANI

Large: Public POD (L-PU)

PIT STOP
Medium Size
Node

COMMONS
-Toilet
-Food

Large Size
Node

-Toilet
-Food
-Wellness
-Shopping
-Recreation

Structure
- Pylon Structure
- Vertical Movement

Functions:
- Transportation (20-30pax)
- Library
- Clinic
- F&B

Main Reservoir 1

Coastal Neighbourhood
Sector 02

VR HUB
- AR Learning Centre
- VR Work Command Pods
- Docking Stations

PIT STOP

Coastal Neighbourhood
Sector 01

- Docking Stations
- Ammenities
- Recreational Facilities

OPEN

Lifestyle
Block 01

1) Breakaway Spaces
2) Drone Hubs
3) Secondary Mobility Network

- Compact Housing
- Mobility Networks
- Recreational Stations
- Ammenities

SHELTERED
1) High Speed Autonomous Mobility Network
2) High Density Housing
3) Work and Recreational Hub

Main Reservoir 2

Internal Beach Dam

Desalination Plant
& IoT Industry Facilities

SURFACE

SENTOSA

AUTONOMOUS FLUX
A STRENGTHENED NEIGHBOURHOOD THROUGH CONNECTIVITY AND AUTONOMY

1) Hintherland
2)Nature Living
3) Forest Green Lung

WATER
1) IOT Industry ie: Liquid Immersion cooling System
2) Water Mitigation
3) Desalination Plant
4) Tidal Electric Generator

Barrage

PROGRAMME ELEVATION

EXPLODED -AXO

Interim 02
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Programme Sectors

Programme Sectors

Mixed Use Block
- Housing
- Recreational
- Landscape
- F&B
- Secondary VR HUB

Mixed used
Superblock
Typology

Form Structure
- Structural Wall
- Space frame Structure

The Hinterlands

Foundation Structure

Elevated Public Recreational Space

- Pylon Structure
- Vertical Movement

The distribution of recreational space is
sectorized along the different housing clusters
to provide a transition point from the main
mobility network. The space will also double
as a breakaway space and pitstop for the pod
system.

VR HUB
- AR Learning Centre
- VR Work Command Pods
- Docking Stations

The design of the neighbourhood may be embracing the
advancements of technology in the mobility and digital
front. However, with most of the built form on the water, the
masterplan provides the natural landscape for new tech
husbandry and agricultural activities.

PIT STOP
- Docking Stations
- Ammenities
- Recreational Facilities

Lifestyle
Block 01
- Compact Housing
- Mobility Networks
- Recreational Stations
- Ammenities

Desalination Plant
& IoT Industry Facilities

Internal Beach Dam

Sheltered Green Space
Ensuring that certain green spaces are
sheltered will be important for a neighbourhood
in the tropics. The projection of climate change
depicts uncertain and extreme weather patterns
whereby the notion of open spaces may no
longer be practical in the future

Single Skin, Multi Layer

Integrated Industries

The folding gesture creates a triple horizontal
layered form which constitutes of 2 external
and a internal space. The intentional elevation
of this block was to create a void large enough
for a forest section of the neighbourhood at the
lower levels of the site.

The seawall will be an essential component for the water
mitigation network of the coastal city. The integration of
essential services such as desalination plants and IOT
industries which require constant flow of water would bring
this sector of jobs closer to the people and also free up the
present industrial parks for new sustainable industries.

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION
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Mobility Pod Design

CONCEPT MKi

Mobility Pod
Design

Small: Individual POD (S-I)

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

The individual Pod concept design was
a study of the docking method between
the unit and the station which affects
approach, entry and architectural
design.

Medium: Private POD (M-PI)
Functions:
- Transportation (5 pax)
- Small office Space
- Recreational
- Detachable
Small: Individual POD (S-I)
Functions:
- Transportation (2 pax)
- Mobile Connected Desk Space
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POD Network

The network of mobility pods will be the
main arteries of the masterplan where
most activities will be done or journeyed.
SIDE
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Mobility Pod Design
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Mobility Pod Design

Mobility Pod Design

HOUSING DOCK CONCEPT 01

HOUSING DOCK CONCEPT 02

Functions:
- Transportation (2 pax)
- Mobile Connected Desk Space

Functions:
- Transportation (2 pax)
- Mobile Connected Desk Space

SP-1 MKii

SP-1 MKii

Initial design has a limiting frame
structure which doesnt integrate well
aestheticaly and functionally at the
docking sites.

The intro duction of the first chassis
created a problem where the connection is located at the front hence
limiting the docking capability of the
pod to only the rear of the unit.
Functions
- Transportation (2 pax)
- Mobile Connected Desk Space

Docking

Adaptation

The Pod system is segregated to two
components, (Housing) and (Chassis)
The Chassis component will be an
on-demand service and the housing
could be a ride sharing component or
private ownership.

Once docked, the front glass panel
of the pod will be folded to create
a seamless transition into the
apartment, making it part of the GFA
of the unit.

Interim 02

Dwelling Cluster
Typology 01

Dwelling Cluster
Typology 01
An alteration of the dwelling shape to enhance the sillouhette of the over all form
of the housing unit as well as create an interesting in between space.

DwellingConcept 01

Cluster 01
Dwelling Form 01
The morphed angular shape was
created to integrate a singular
roof and ramp form for the housing unit where the pod system
could dock at the roof of the unit
abd residents can move downwards into their dwelling.

Due to the micro vertical circulation environment created,clustes of
the housing unit was explored rather than stackable typologies to
see if a certain communal space can be created between dwelling
units.

AR/VR Docking
Station Concepts
The public mobility docking area had a challenge in
terms of parking of the mobility pod as well as the
approach of the users. The height of these stations
creates a problem where the movement infrastructure
might make the environment messy with structures.

Quad cluster of docking station are stacked with horivontal movement radiating out of the core.

THe docking station has a similiar language to the dwelling units interms of a rooftop approach and entering the
space vertically.

Rails are added to provide vertical movements to balance out the amount of horizontal circulation infrastructure
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Final Thesis Proposal

Project Metamorphosis

Introduction

Project Metamorphosis translates the necessity of a
seawater mitigation system into a coastal self-sustaining
neighbourhood typology which thrives on a mobile and
connected lifestyle far beyond the Tanjong Pagar Port site.
Concept
Taking the concept of autonomous movement throughout
the township, the opportunity of integrating working and
recreational activities with the act of transiting will require
both an experiential environment as well as a seamless
transition between programs.
The Urban theatricality of spaces in the neighbourhood is
created by the language of a single sheet folded in multiple
layers where the users can anticipate the next destination
as they interweave through the form

Final Proposal

Housing Sector

Housing Sector

Kitchen

The housing sector of the neighbourhood consists of 60sqm sized
Dock able apartment units flanking the main mobility network and
interweaved by pedestrian breakout spaces.
These apartments are grouped into a 12 unit cluster with a semi
private breakout space and direct access to the mobility pod network.

MasterBedroom
Docked
Pod (S-I)

Master suite

Virtual
Workspace

When docked, the mobility pod becomes part of the square footage of
the dwelling. In will be part of the virtual home workstation room.
Living Room

60 sqm housing unit with dockable POD system

The resedential lobby connects two housing clusters together to
create chance encounters between neignbours as well as thoses
travelling through the breakout space

Final Proposal

Autonomous Exchange

Autonomous
Exchange

Each neighbourhood in the Masterplan will host an
Autonomous Exchange where the residents or urban
flaneur could congregate.
The digital reality docking hubs consists of basic
amenities like toilet facilities and F&B as well as AR/VR
workstations.

Aerial Mobility
Drone Port

The Exchange has an Aerial mobility drone port for those
travelling beyond the site.
Phygital Reality
Collaboration Docking Hub

Breakout Spaces
Amenities & recreational facilities

Final Proposal

Phygital Hub

Phygital Reality
Collaboration Hub
The Phygital Reality Hub is a location in the
neighbourhood where residents can travel to to have
access to more complex phygital facilities like secure
servers or remote control of robotics through VR.
The other purpose for this hub is to encourage
collaboration work and social gatherings in a world
where anything and everything can be done at home or
with a computer.

Phygital Reality Station
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Community Polder
&
Mixed Use

Sections

2
3
1

Dwelling Units

Community Polder

Polder:
As the polder is placed on the seabed of the Keppel Harbour, The use of Phytoremediation
plants is imperative to ensure the land is safe for agricultural uses such as husbandry and
farming. The Hinterland will also act as one the main Green lungs of the neighbourhood.
Gantry Crane Park:
Paying Homage to what was once the symbol of our sea trade industry, The container
Gantry Crane will be converted to a vertical circulation park where users can travel from
the top of the 20m mitigation wall down to the polder. It is covered by a Solar Shroud which
contributes to the solar energy generation for the neighbourhood.
Integrated Seawall Desalination Plant:
With rising sea levels, the necessity for mitigation walls will be unquestionable and that
will affect our water’s edge. A localised integrated desalination facility will contribute to our
national taps and frees up precious land areas for other purposes.

Breakout Recreational Space.

High Speed
Mobility Network

Mixed Use Cluster

Tapping on its walkability distance from the autonomous
exchange, The Mixed-use Cluster will be a more
conventional housing/ working and recreation typology.
The cluster will add an extra 176 housing units in the
neighbourhood along with Shopping and work facilities.
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SCROLL 02

SCROLL 03

